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*?Jf:'m;.fl*'1f9t* 
f413 : I~~~(2) 

I Solve the initial value problem: sin(x- y)+cos(x- y)-cos(x y)y' =0; 

multiply the equation by an integrating facto to make the equation exact) 

yeO) = 7n"/6. (Hint: 

(*;m 10:5.3-) 

2 Find the general solution of the differential equation: 

Laplace transform method) 

y" - y =2sin2(x). (DO NOT use the 

(*;m 10 it) 

3 Solve the initial value problem: x2y"-6y=8x2 
; y(l)=l, y'(l)=O. 

4 Use the Laplace transform to solve the equation: J(t) = cos(t) + e-u f~ J(a)e 2a da. 

5 
-lS 

Find the inverse Laplace transform of F(s) =-2
e 
-

s (s+ 

(*;m 10:5.3-) 

(*;m 10:5.3-) 

6 LetJ(t)=l, O~t~;r, find the Fourier cosine series and the Fourier sine series of J(t)on 

interval [O,;r] . (*;m 15 :5.3-) 

7 Let 

(1) 

(2) 

A=[i2 !4 ~1 x=[::]. ~d B=[~l (*;m 1551-) 

find the determinant (IAI) of the matrix A, and find the solution of AX = B by Cramer's 

rule. (;f..+;'!!8~) 

Find the inverse matrix (A-I) of the matrix A, and find the solution of AX B by 

X = A-lB. (;f../J';,!! 7 ~) 

8 Let A=[~ ~T x=[::].and X(/=O)=X(O)=[~l (*;m2051-) 

(1) find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A. (;f..tJ-;'!! 5 ~) 

(2) find a fundamental matrix (n(t) ) for the systems of linear differential equations, 

X' =AX. (;f..tJ-;'!! 5 ~) 
(3) find the general solution of the system X' =AX. (;f..tJ-;,!! 5 ~) 

(4) solve the initial value problem of X' = AX with X (0). (;f..tJ-;'!! 5 ~) 



*Pfi:lI;f1* 
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4X+ky 6 
(1) Determine the values of k such that the following equations {kx+y 

(i) the equation has no solution. 	 (4%) 

(ii) the equation has exact one solution. 	 (4%) 

(iii) the equation has an infinite number of solutions. 	 (4%) 

(2) Determine the polynomial 	 p(x) = aO +alx + a2x2 whose graph passes the given points 

(1,2), (2, 0), (3, 4). (12%) 

(3) Solve the following linear system 	 Ax b with LU-Factorization of 

2Xl + x2 = 1 

X2 x3 = 2 

- 2xl + X2 + x3 =-6 

(i) Find the LU-Factorization of the coefficient matrix A, where diagonal elements ofL are 

1. (8%) 

(ii) From (i), solving y of the lower triangular system Ly b, where y Ux. (4%) 

(iii) From (i) and (ii), solving x of the upper triangular system Ux = y . (4%) 

(4) Express the vector b as a linear combination ofthe columns of A. 

(10%)A=[~ _~ =:} [~l
b 

(5) Let Tbe the triangle with vertices at (xl' Yl)' (X2' Y2)' (X3' Y3)' Show that 

(10%) 


(6) Find the area of the region E bOWlded by the ellipse whose equation is 

=1. (10%) 
4 	 9 
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(7) (a) Find rank A and dim Null A. (8%) 

(b) Find bases for the row space, the column space, and the null space of the matrix A. 
2 -3 6 2 5 

-2 3 -3-4 
A= 

4 -6 9 5 9 
(12%) 

-2 3 3 -4 1 

A 10 [4-3](8) Compute where A = . (Hint: utilize A::; PDP-I) (10%)
2 -1 
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1. 	 Wl foJ t a 1t b :Jt. ~ Iii ~e I 1t po, 't etfJ Iii J.ife. III ~~ ~ ~'~ I ItWl foJ :i tfJ ~~ 
(Inner product)~{t~ J}IJ ~. a • b>O, a • b=O, a • b<O? (1 0 ~) 

2. 	:4f4..=-. ~ rll, tf - ~ 1iJ1t(Tetrahedron)~..=-1il;ffl ~illf.~J}'J'v.J."=-1il foJ:i a, b, c 

*~;;:. I %- a=i+3k, b=4i+6j+2k, c=3i+3j-6k, ¥JlI:.~ 1iJ1l~.ft 0 (10 ~) 

3. 	(a).;jt r ?'J~I!!It~~~{t(Eigen values)~:Jt."'J}~ :ft~J.i~~ foJ l:(Eigen vectors) I 

l£1tJf~*r~F"'.R;jf-1il~l-{t? (15~) 

[:b !] 
(b)1t1t~A9%-~I!!ItA ~;;:'j(or 0 (15~) 

A =[-34 56] 

4. 1£ - ~J:4f"tt tf :4fJl! @.U 10 1ill!~Jl! ' 4ij:.Jl! ~:ft~ 10 '" I ~jt1fao 3 "'''I 

04ij:Jl!;jf ~1il ~$l!1ft ' :Jt. tf .R ;jf -1il Jt..iE:.~ tfJ j(o ~U.l{flUo ~t!.i ~ft\~:#.~ , 

Jl'J'v.J.:#."'it 11l1tl1li:4f!t1£:4f"tttftfJi"lIk r 4ij:.-Jl!:t\111HktfJ J"0 

(a) it1li:4f!t~"'tfJJJ]:l{t (expected value) k:$:J;'? (8~) 

(b) !t1li:4f!t:4f"ht,&.~ (~~ ;::: 60) tfJ~*Jt.~~,? (4~) 

~11l1t:4f"tt~'&'~tfJU':4f!t~~¥t:4f'A~,&,~~~cM~~~S~:4f 

tl::Jt;f fiE.,&,~? {4'-(b)+Jl!tfJ ~~~ p , *+Jl!~~1tmp ~;;:.} (4 "') 

5. 	 di -1 f'J +3 ~M1£;t~II:.l! -1illt::f. x, j] ?ha -3 f'J +1 ~rll'1£;t~II:.l!j] 

-1illt::f. y, itJ. r ?lr'{4-tfJ"!t~* : 

(a) ~<0.25; (4~) 	 (b) max (X,y) > 0; (4",) 

(c) Ix-yl<l; (4~) 	 (d) xy>O. (41f) 

6. e..~ X ~ Y l4lE-;ffl~l'L~rIj»r~~ (Gaussian distributed) &l~~lt ' AWl 

4r~~~{t,&.~~'£;ffl1aJ ,~~ /-Ix =/-Ir =0, U x =uy =1. 

(a) ~ mX 1t y tfJlI~~*rmJ.iiEllt Goint pdf); (5 ~) 

(b) 4'- T =.J 1 ,~m T tfJ l ft '" i'Jl?" ~ It (cumulative distribution 
X2 +y2 

function, CDF); (8 "') 

(c) ~mT tfJ. * rm J.i ~It (pdf) c. (5 "') 

Ii 
~--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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1. 	 Three identical impedances ZI =Z2 =Z3 =30L30° Q are connected in A to fOlm a balanced 

three-phase load as shown in Fig. 1. This load is supplied from a balanced three-phase voltage 

with ~n =100LO° V, Vbn 100L(-120°) V and J7.:n =100L(1200) V. Find (a) the reading 

values of Watt meters PA and PB ; (b) total active power delivered by the source; (c) total 

reactive power delivered by the source. (30%) 

PAr------, 
a 

b 

c 

Fig. 1 

2. 	 In the circuit shown in Fig. 2, find (a) the voltage time function vet); (b) the active power and 

reactive power delivered by current source (I). (20%)il 

~F 
6 

IH 

40 

20 -
i2 (t) =5.J2cos(2t) A (t) =6.J2 sin(21) Ail 

Fig. 2 

3. An industrial load consisting ofa bank of induction motors consumes 40 kW at a power factor of 

0.8 lagging from a 220 V, 60 Hz, single-phase source. By placing a bank ofcapacitors in parallel 

with the load, the resultant power factor is to be raised to 0.95 lagging. Find the net capacitance 

of the capacitor' bank in flF that is required. (10%) 

4. A single-phase 	100 kVA, 2400/240 V, 60 Hz distribution transformer is used as a step-down 

transformer. The load, which is connected to the 240 V secondary winding, absorbs 80 kVA at 

0.8 power factor leading and at 230 V. Assuming an ideal transformer, ~aleulate the following: 

(a) primary voltage, (b) load impedance, (c) load impedance referred to the primary, and (d) the 

real and reactive power supplied to the primary winding. (15%) 



~p1T : 'it~~ 

f!I. § : 'itlffl~!A!'it)]~~5C 

5. 	A 60 Hz single-phase, two-wire overhead line has solid cylindrical copper conductors with 1.5 

em diameter. The conductors are arranged in a horizontal configuration with 50 em spacing. The 

line length is 20 km. For the single-phase line, calculate: (a) the total inductance in H and the 

total inductive reactance in Q, (b) the line-to-line capacitance in F and the line-to-line admittance 

in S. (15%) 

6. 	A 20 km, 34.5 kV, 60 Hz three-phase line has a positIve-sequence series impedance 
z =0.19 + jO. 34 Q / km. The load at the receiving end absorbs 10 MV A at 0.9 power factor 

lagging and at 33 kV. Assuming a short line, calculate: (a) the ABeD parameters, (b) the 

sending-end voltage. (10%) 
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1. (15%) Given the unity feedback system of Figure 1, 

R(s) + E(s) C(s)
G(s) 1---...----... 

Figure 1 

where 

is to be designed to meet the following specifications: steady-state error = 0.25 for 
unity step input; damping ratio = ~; natural frequency = v'I6. Find K, a and (3. 

2. (20%) Given the state space of the system represented below, where u (t) is the unit step. 

x - [-~o ~9l x+ [ ~ 1u (t) 

y - [1 2] x, x (0) [~l 

a. (8%) Determine the state-transition matrix, eAt. 

b. (5%) Determine the characteristic equation. 

c. (7%) Find the output y (t) . 

3. (15%) Find the transfer function, G(s) = ~t:~, for the network shown in Figure 2. 

10 2F 
1-~VVv )r--------,-------, 

+ 
10 vo(t) 

viet) + 

IF 

Figure 2 
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4. (15%) For the system shown in Figure 3, find the following: 

a. (5%) The closed-loop transfer function, T (8) = ~~:~. 

b. (5%) The system type. 

c. (5%) The steady-state error, T (00 )-c (00), for the following test inputs: 15u(t), 15tu (t) , and 
15t2u (t), respectively. 

R(s) + 1 
s 

4s 

2 
s+3 

3 

C(s) 

Figure 3 

5. 	 (20%) Given the unity feedback system of Figure 1, where 

G 8 _ K (8 + 1) 
()- 8(s+2)(8+3)(8+5) 


do the following: 


a. (8%) 	 Sketch the root locus 

b. (5%) Find the value of gain that will make the system marginally stable. 

c. 	 (7%) Find the value of gain for which the closed-loop transfer function will have a pole 
on the real axis at -0.5. 

6. (15%) Given the unity-feedback system shown in Figure 1, where 

G(8) _ 50K 
- 8 (8 + 3)(8 + 6) 

a. (8%) For K = 1, sketch the Nyquist diagram and determine if the system is stable. 

b. (7%) Using the Nyquist criterion, find the range of K for stability of the system. 
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1. 	 (a) (5%)1f~~~~CP , fcJ~ URL ? 

(b) (5%)~i\$tB-1iI URL trgiBfjti 0 

2. 	 (a) (3%)fcJ~ Multitasking (~I)? 

(b) (6%)1$£ CPU trgfEj1i*;g , f'F~~~5C~DfcJl~;JI~Itrgro'Jm? 

(c) (6%)~~[.matrgfEj1i*;g , f'F~~Mt~DfcJ,~~~IB1ro5Jm? 

3. 	 (a) (8%)gj!jg}i~Jj~fcJ~m-ft~t'~*4J!fI~~5C? (fJ£iG: §~Ji*4~ Table...~~) 

(b) (7%)fcJ~ SQL? ~$-fjti~}i8)j~¥*~g$ 0 

5. 	 (a) (5%)gj!j~8)j CPU ;wmcp , fcJ~rB!ill:~(von Neumann);Wm ? 

(b) (5%)fcJ~!lftf~(Harvard);Wm? 

(c) (5%)~flffl*I!i-fr~fcJ? 

6. 	 (20%)Fibonacci sequence (.A~fU) JE~~ itn) =itn-l)+itn-2), itO)=l, itl)=l 11 n ~ 

lE~l~ , ~~ C ~g-;;-!?ErA : n ~fiNAm ' @]1lJfl~.rx,~fU~m itn) , 7:})3UttUflwt~~)~ 

(lO%)~~Fyj~trg~5~(10%) 0 

7. 	 P) IEEE754 mA~~5~1!i~(floating) 

(a) (8%)~t. 1.5625 trg-iiffrmA 0 

(b) (7%)~t~ hlo 1 1 1 1 1 0 111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 trg+iiffr~fl 0 
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1. 	 Figure 1 shows a typical output characteristic of an npn bipolar transistor biased at 
a given base current. Two operating points (~, QB) are chosen. 
(a) Please compare the magnitude of output resistance (rOA vs. rOB) for the two 

operating points (~ and QB). (3%) 
(b) Please compare the magnitude of the transconductance (gmA vs. gmB) for the 

two operating points (~ and QB). (3%) 

J± lIe IV r 0 
5V--= 	 0.5'1 .=r-0 

-
(a) 	 (b) 

Figure 1 	 Figure 2 
2. Please analyze and denote the operating regions (triode, saturation or cut-off) of 

the MOS circuits depicted in Fig. 2. Assume VTHrl VTHP I=OAV (40/0) 
3. 	 Two outputs of the amplifier are specified in Fig. 3. Derive the voltage gain, 

voutllv;n and Vou/2IVin, respectively. Set ,.1,=0 for M} and Vb as a fixed voltage. (10%) 

Figure 3 	 Figure 4 
4. 	 Assume all of the transistors drawn in FigA operate in saturation region. Please 

calculate the current gain (=Iou/Iin). (10%) 
5. 	 Please identify the amplifier types in Fig. 5 and also denote the ideal requirements 

of the input/output impedances (Rim Rout). The amplifier can be either of the 
following type: voltage, current, transimpedance and transconductance. (20%) 

fG,[> 
lin'" I I 

RIn = ? Rout = ? 1. 
(a) (b) = 

.----1[> ~out 
v,,~ i i 1 

Rln =? Rout =?(e) =. . 

Figure 5 

mailto:rf.Jj[@l�rJI!lllj�1:ElfflXWf;Jfm
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6. Draw the small-signal equivalent circuit for the amplifier shown in Fig.6. (10%) 

Vee 

Vino--fC 

Rei 

Figure 6 Figure 7 	 Figure 8 

7. 	 For the degenerated circuit depicted in Fig. 7, please perfonn the small signal 
analysis to derive the exact output resistance (Rout) and its simplified fonn detailed 
explanation. (15%) 

8. 	 For the circuit shown in Fig. 8, the current flowing through the resistor is 2.5 rnA. 
Please calculate the voltage across the resistor and the required value of the 
resistor. Assume Is = 5 X 10-16 A for each diode at room temperature. (10%) 

9. 	 For the two operational amplifier circuits shown in Fig. 9, please answer the 
following questions: (15%) 
(1) 	Derive the transfer functions and their pole or zero by assuming the gain of the 

operational amplifier is infinite. What are the main purposes of these two 

circuits? 
(2) 	If the gain of the operational amplifier is finite to be Ao, please recalculate the 

transfer functions and their pole or zero. 

c R 

.>-41>--0 Vout 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9 



1f; I J'l(~ 2 J'l) 

There are totally 7 questions, totally 100 points. Please answer the following questions in order, 

otherwise no score will be considered. 

1. Determine the fundamental period of the signals below: 
(a) (3%) Determine the fundamental period of the signal 2 sin(3t + 2)? 

(b) (3%) Determine the fundamental period of the signal 3 cos( 4t + 3) ? 

(c) (4%) Determine the fundamental period ofthe signal [2 sin(3t + 2) - 3cos(4t + 3)]? 

2. Consider the feedback system as Figure 1. Assume that y[n] =0 for n < 0 : 

(a) (5%) Sketch the function of the output y[n] when x[n] =8[n]? 

(b) (5%) Sketch the function of the output y[n] when x[n] =u[ n ] ? 

x[n} yIn}
+ 

y[n-i} 

Figure 1 

3. 	 Let x(t) be the rectangular pulse shown in Figure 2(a), and let h(t) be the impulse train 

depicted in Figure 2(b). That is 
00 

h(t) = I8(t-kT) 
k=-", 

Determine and sketch y(t) = x(t) *h(t) when T is equal to the following value: 

(a) (5%) T =4? (b)(5%) T =2? (c)(5%) T =3/2? (d)(5%) T ? 

xm 	 hm 

I t 	 t 
-1 0 1 	 -2T -T 0 T 2T 3T t 

(a) 	 (b) 

Figure 2 

4. Let x(t) be a periodic signal with fundamental period T and Fourier series coefficients ak • 

1 f () -jk(21iIT)td () ~ jk(21iIT)t
That is, ak = - rX t e t and X t = L..Jake . Please derive the Fourier 

T 	 k~oo 
series coefficients of the following signals in terms of ak : 

2 

(a)(5%) x(5t-t )? 	 (b)(5%) d x(t)?o	 dt l • 
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5. (16%) AM Modulation. Given a voice signal set) whose Fourier Transform (spectrUlp) 
S(o> )=10 between the range (-0>1,0>1) and S( 0> )=0 otherwise. Let p(t)= cos 0>0 t be the 

modulation signal, assume 0>0» 0>111 

(a) Sketch S( 0». 

(b) Sketch P(o» , the Fourier Transform of pet) (Hint: P(o» = .7l£5(0) - 0>0) + no(o> + 0>0) 

(c) The transmitted signal r(t)=s(t)p(t), find and sketch R( 0», the Fourier Transform of ret). 
(d) The demodulated signal g(t)=r(t)p(t), find and sketch G( 0», the Fourier Transform of get). 

How to recover set) from get)? 


(Hint: Multiplication in time domain corresponds to convolution in the frequency domain) 


6. (16%) Digitization is the process to obtain a discrete time signal x[n] from a continuous time 

signal x(t). 

(a) Name the two major steps in digitization. 

(b) Why do digital processing ofcontinuous time signals become standard in most applications? 

(c) Given a signal x(t) with non-zero frequency contents between (- 2n· 4000, 2n· 4000). 

Accordingly to the sampling theorem, what is the minimal sampling period T so that x(t) can be 

reconstructed from x[n] without aliasing? 

7. (18%) Aliasing as Figure 3 

x (t) -----?o{ 

x p (t) 
T X ret) 

-w c 

P (t) 

Figure 3 

where: 
k +00 

x (t) = cos O>ot, Sampling function p(t)= I o(t-kT) 
k=-rY> 

2n(1) " Xp(t) = X (t)P(t), /,} - -"- (1)s = --= 400UJc - 2 ' T 

Find Xr (t) for each OJ0 given below (explain the reasons, no score if guessing) 

(a) 0>0 =100 (b) 0>0 =150 (c) CUo =300 (d) 0>0 =400 (e) (1)0 =500 


